The Cat Fanciers’ Association, Inc.®
SHOW RULE ADDENDUM
April 25, 2022 - April 30, 2023
(Updated April 2023 - a vertical rule | indicates most current addenda.)

1 - Extended exception to Show Rule 3.13 to the International Division and Region 9- Show Rule 3.13 to allow up to 50% guest judges, excluding regions 1-8, for the show season 2022-2023 for the ID and Region 9.

2 - Extended the waiver of Show Rule 4.03 whereby cancelled shows during the 2022-2023 show season do not count against a club's traditional date.

3 - Modified the requirements to obtain the grand title in the International Division outside of China to require 75 points for the Grand Champion title, and 25 points for the Grand Premier title, as noted in the following table that applies to the 2021-2022 and 2022-2023 show seasons only (see #4 below for further modifications).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country/Area</th>
<th>GC</th>
<th>GP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China, Regions 1-9 except as noted</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Maritime Provinces of Canada,
United Kingdom, Ireland, Malta,
Hawaii, Russia east of the Ural
Mountains, International Division
(except China)

3 - Modified the requirements to obtain the grand title in the International Division outside of China to require 75 points for the Grand Champion title, and 25 points for the Grand Premier title, as noted in the following table that applies to the 2021-2022 and 2022-2023 show seasons only (see #4 below for further modifications).

4 - Further modified the requirements to obtain the grand title in Mainland China for cats exhibited in the 2022-2023 show season (show rule 28.04 b and addendum 3 above). In Mainland China only, the Grand Champion title requires 175 points and the Grand Premier title requires 50 points. This is effective May 1, 2022, and applies only to the 2022-2023 season.

5 - Although not a Show Rule, the show license fee for a one to four ring show is permanently reduced to $50 (plus applicable insurance fees). The fee is $100 for 5 or more rings.

6 - Show license late fee exceptions for Regions 1 – 9 currently in place are continued through the end of the 2022-2023 show season. Shows will be licensed up to 30 days before the opening day of the show without any penalty fee.

7 - Modified addendum 6 above to remove the exception for Regions 1-7. Show rule 4.04 applies to regions 1-7 effective October 1, 2022.

8 - Modified the definition of smoking in show rules 5.02c and 10.11 to include smoking of any kind, including but not limited to cigarettes, cigars, e-cigarettes, and vaping, effective August 3, 2022.

9 - The following show rule, 4.06 b. is printed incorrectly in the booklet.

4.06 b
A two day show which permits up to ten judgings per entry over the two days of the show and a maximum of six judgings per entry per day. It is recommended that a judge shall not be scheduled to judge more than 250 cats on either day. For shows in Regions 1-7 or China utilizing a total of 5, 6, 7, or 8 rings, at least one of these rings must be a shorthair and longhair Specialty ring in kittens, championship, and premiership. For shows in Regions 1-7 or China utilizing a total of 9 or 10 rings, at least two of these rings must be both shorthair and longhair Specialty rings in kittens, championship, and premiership. For shows licensed in Regions 8, 9, or the rest of the International Division (excluding Hong Kong, Macau, Kuwait, or Thailand), utilizing a total of 7, 8, or 9 rings, at least one of these rings must be both a shorthair and longhair Specialty ring in kittens, championship, and premiership. For shows in Regions 8, 9, or the rest of the International Division (excluding Hong Kong, Macau, Kuwait, or Thailand), utilizing a total of 10 rings, two of these rings must be both longhair and shorthair Specialty rings in kittens, championship, and premiership. The use of Super Specialty rings will not meet the requirement for Specialty rings. There are no Specialty ring requirements for shows licensed in Hong Kong, Macau, Kuwait, or Thailand.

NATIONAL AWARDS

The point minimums and number of rings counted for the 2022-2023 show season are:

**Regions 1-9**

- Kittens: 500 points, 15 ring minimum, Top 40 rings
- Championship: 1,000 points, 25 ring minimum, Top 100 rings
- Premiership: 500 points, 25 ring minimum, Top 100 rings
- HHP: 250 points, 25 ring minimum, Top 75 rings

**China (excluding Hong Kong & Macau)**

- Kittens: 500 points, 15 ring minimum, Top 40 rings
- Championship: 1,000 points, 25 ring minimum, Top 100 rings
- Premiership: 250 points, 15 ring minimum, Top 100 rings
- HHP: 250 points, 15 ring minimum, Top 75 rings

Note: Cats in China do not have to show in their specific area of residence (North China, East China, West China) to receive a DW in those areas and only need to exhibit in China.

**International Division (excluding Hong Kong & Macau)**

- Kittens: 500 points, 15 ring minimum, Top 20 rings
- Championship: 1,000 points, 25 ring minimum, Top 50 rings
- Premiership: 500 points, 15 ring minimum, Top 50 rings
- HHP: 250 points, 15 ring minimum, Top 50 rings

In-Region Showing Requirement: Effective immediately (10/2/2022) for the 2022-2023 Show Season, when no show takes place in a kitten’s region, division, or area of residence during the kitten’s four months of eligibility, the owner can request an exception to the residency requirement for the kitten class (see Article XXXVI - National/Regional/Divisonal Assignment). The request must be made to Central Office by April 28, 2023. Email Shirley Dent (sdent@cfa.org) and copy James Simbro (jsimbro@cfa.org).